JOIN THE CONVERSATION!
Syilx Nation Rebuilding
Conversation Kit

Chiefs Statement

səc kʼʷəckʼʷəctwilʼxstm iʔ syilx nukʼʷcwilxʷtət,
iʔ kɬ ktʼəkmistntət kʷu yʕayʕat ks kiyʕaʔmncutmntm
iʔ kʷu syilx nukʼʷcwilxʷ iʔ kʷu xaʔxaʔtus iʔ kʷu ylilmixʷəm , nyʕayp ətc k̕ ul̕ əmstm iʔ scunən’maʔtət
ks ətc unxcinmntm, uɬ ks səc k̕ ɬqayxʷstm iʔ sqəlxʷɬcawt, ansyilxcn, iʔ tmxʷulaxʷ, iʔ tmixʷ, iʔ siwɬkʷ uɬ iʔ stəɬtaɬtət iʔ
kʷu syilx tə sqaylxʷ.
iʔ naqs iʔ Kɬ tk̕ ʷəck̕ ʷəctans tac i k̕ l ks unixʷuxʷs iʔ sqəlxʷɬcawts iʔ syilx nuk̕ ʷcwilxʷ ankc̕ x̌ʷiplaʔtntət iʔ sk̕ uləls, ixiʔ
iks ck̕ ul̕ tət cəm̓ yʕatswit iliʔ əcnxiʔ, lut t̕ ə ks wykʷmntm ks ɬiq̓ʷɬuq̓ʷt ax iʔ cwilxʷ i kʷu ks kn̓xtuɬtəm iʔ ks ck’ul̕ tət uɬ
kʷu yʕayʕat ks knusəl̕ xikstmntəm iʔ kʷu syilx ikɬ nak̕ ulaʔmntət.
axaʔ ts ck̕ ul̕ cem̓ yʕat iʔ cwuwilxʷtət kɬ kt̕ əkmins uɬ ks tiɬxʷusysəlx iʔ tawnixʷ iʔ sqəlxʷɬcawt uɬ ankc̕ x̌ʷiplaʔtntət
iʔ tl anqaylxʷcns iʔ syilx itliʔ ki ats kʷiscts atc xəʔit ankc̕ x̌ʷiplaʔtn. iʔ captikʷɬ nc̕ x̌iltn iʔ k̕ l syilx sukʷnaqaynx
iʔ ankc̕ x̌ʷiplaʔtns, iʔ sqəlxʷɬcawts, uɬ iʔ xaʔxaʔtustət ətc haʔ stis ixiʔ iʔ sk̕ uləl̕ s. iʔ ks mymayts ɬac k̕ ɬ luxʷstis iʔ syilx
sukʷnaʔqaynx iʔ stəɬtaɬtəts iʔ k̕ l təmxʷulaʔxʷ uɬ iʔ k̕ l sqəlxʷɬcawtət.

Strengthening Our Syilx Nation,
Creating a Syilx Constitution Together
As a unified Syilx Okanagan Nation Chiefs Executive Council, we continue to affirm our mandate to advocate, practice
and preserve and protect the culture, language, tmxʷulaxʷ, tmixʷ, siwłkʷ and Title and Rights of the Syilx Peoples.
As one of the critical and necessary steps in strengthening and legitimatizing the evolving Syilx Nation governance
systems and processes, we will undertake an inclusive, transparent and accountable community engagement process to
create and ratify a Syilx Constitution.
This work will be supported in each of our communities to uphold and renew Syilx legal order and laws, drawing on our
oral traditions in which foundational Syilx laws are embedded. Captíkʷɬ teachings about Syilx Okanagan laws, customs,
values, governance structures and principles define and inform Syilx Okanagan rights and responsibilities to the land and
to our culture.
Approved by the Chiefs Executive Council
December 12, 2018

A special message from Grand Chief Stewart Phillip

Calling on syilx iʔ nuk̕ ʷcwilxʷs - our people
To support iʔ syilx nuk̕ ʷcwilxʷ nwaswil̕x - Syilx Nation Rising
Way’
I’m excited about our Syilx Nation Rising because I know that’s where we’re at, at this point in our history. We must rise. It’s not just
about rights—it’s about our responsibilities. The Chiefs Executive Council has made a unified commitment to the Syilx Nation Rebuilding Initiative, as affirmed in the Chiefs’ Statement: səc kʼʷəckʼʷəctwilʼxstm iʔ syilx nukʼʷcwilxʷtət, iʔ kɬ ktʼəkmistntət kʷu yʕayʕat ks
kiyʕaʔmncutmntm – Strengthening Our Syilx Nation, Creating a Syilx Constitution Together.
We need to reconstitute ourselves as we were meant to be, as the Syilx Okanagan Nation. The ONA is an important transitional
organization until we can create our own Syilx Nation government. We have to stand up our own laws, and we have to do this
according to the Four Food Chiefs and our teachings. Our nsyilxcən language is an integral part of this. We have to construct a Syilx
Okanagan Nation and a governance system within the contemporary context. One of the primary steps is to establish our Constitution:
ankc’x̌ʷiplaʔtntət uɬ yʕat iʔ ks səctxət̕ stim – our laws and responsibilities.
We have the opportunity – based on the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission Calls to Action, and the Tŝilhqot’in Decision – so that we can actually participate in managing our territorial land base, and
have authority over our children and education and health. The Chiefs Executive Council is committed to rebuilding our Syilx Nation
through this community-led process.
So we have to take this next step, which leads us to developing a Constitution, and undertaking that legislative authority. It’s a very
significant step in order to take responsibility. Our Okanagan Nation Declaration that we entered into in 1987 says we will manage our
lands, our tmxʷulaxʷ, for the good of all for all time.
I hope and I pray that our people understand that they have an inherent responsibility within themselves to stand up at this critical point
in our history. We have to unite – unity is the heart and soul of sovereignty. We need to heal our broken hearts and the hurts from the
past and in a very healthy way reclaim our sovereignty.
I would like to offer a shout out to all the Syilx women – the strong-hearted Syilx women – to stand up and claim the leadership within
themselves and to help carry us forward into the future. I ask the Syilx Indigenous youth to provide the energy and the hope for a better
future, to stand up alongside our Syilx Indigenous women. I ask our elders and our spiritual leaders to stand in solidarity with our youth
and our women, and to help calm the fears of those who doubt our inherent strength and ability to reclaim our responsibilities as Syilx
people.
I ask every Syilx Nation member – elders, knowledge keepers, youth, women and men, to stand up and carry us on into the future.

Way’ lim’ləmpt

Grand Chief Stewart Phillip
Chair, Okanagan Nation Alliance

Syilx Nation Rising
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Syilx Nation Rising facilitation training, May 2019

Join the conversation –
be a Syilx Nation Rebuilder!

Questions. Concerns. Great ideas. Contrary opinions.
Possible solutions. Every person’s point of view
is necessary and valued. This work requires all of
our voices. You contribute as a Nation rebuilder by
joining the conversation.

WHERE’S THIS HAPPENING?

Nation rebuilding conversation circles are happening
in community and Nation-wide forums. With elders
and knowledge keepers, artists, youth, women and
men. In family gatherings, household visits, emails,
mail, telephone calls, in schools, daycares, band
offices, workplaces, and on the land.

CONTACT

Nation Rebuilding Project
Manager: Nation Rebuilding
Project Manager Laurie Wilson
Phone: 250-707-0095 ext 150
E-mail:
PM-Nation.Rebuilding@syilx.org

WHAT’S THE TIMELINE FOR THIS
COLLECTIVE PROCESS?

We continue the Nation rebuilding work of our
ancestors since the time of colonial contact. Specific
Syilx Nation Rising community discussions have been
rolling out since March 2019.
Rebuilding Nation level governance sessions will
continue through the ratification vote for the
Constitution and beyond. Everyone’s participation is
vital.

HOW CAN YOU GET INVOLVED?

These discussions are based in Syilx ways of knowing,
and designed to create safe spaces to encourage
all voices. Want to host a conversation in your
community? Or find out where the next discussion
forum is being organized? Meeting resources,
including in this kit, and facilitation support are
available!

For more info and upcoming events
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Rebuilding relationships starts with
STRONGER TOGETHER
a conversation
Our people are our greatest resource. We’re strongest
when we work together and help one another.
Holding each other up when we stumble. Learning
from our missteps. Building on our hard-won
opportunities and successes. This gives us the real
power we need to continue to heal, to move beyond
colonial injustices and make our lives better.

SYILX NATION RISING

At the heart of it, governance is about how we
uphold each other and all tmixʷ with the greatest
care and responsibility. Our Syilx Nation rebuilding
conversations are about actively moving towards
the Nation that we want. Living the Syilx values and
practices that we believe in.
Together we can learn to listen to each other and
come to common understandings about the future we
can build together. In this way, we can heal and rise
stronger and healthier as Syilx people – contributing
to a Nation filled with hope, belonging, courage,
energy and power.

“We need to help people to
understand that our Constitution
will be a living document; we can
continue to change and improve
it over time.”
~ Nation rebuilder

INCLUSIVE PROCESS

Nation rebuilding centres on community-driven input
and guidance. We draw on a tradition of consensus
building. As Syilx Nation members, we must all be
involved in determining the future of our Nation.
This isn’t something that can be done overnight or be
decided only by chiefs and councils. Syilx people will
ratify change that will be meaningful and effective
only if we are engaged in rebuilding our laws and
Nation’s government.
Forums, March & April 2019

Syilx Nation Rising
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Our Words, Our Ways
nsyilxcən

english

syilx nuk̕ʷcwilxʷ

Syilx Nation*

iʔ syilx nuk̕ʷcwilxʷ nwaswil̕x

Syilx Nation Rising*

syilx iʔ nuk̕ʷcwilxʷs

Syilx Nation members (plural)*

sqilxʷ iʔ tl syilx nuk̕ʷcqilxʷ

Syilx Nation member (singular)*

ankc’x̌ʷiplaʔtntət uɬ yʕat iʔ ks səctxət̕stim

Our laws and responsibilities (Constitution)*

kʷu mis k’ʷəcəck̕ʷact kʷu ɬat c̕uluʔs

We are stronger together*

iʔ syilx iʔ temxʷulaʔxʷs

Syilx territory*

tmxʷulaxʷ

The land

tmixʷ

Most closely translates as ‘ecology.’* tmixʷ includes everything
alive, the land, water, people, animals, insects, plants and so on.

siwɬkʷ

Water. “siwɬkʷ movements, pathways, resiliency and power teach
us who we are and who we can be as people.” ~ Syilx Water
Declaration

captíkwł

A collection of Syilx teachings, laws, governance structure and
principles that together define and inform Syilx rights and
responsibilities to the land and to our culture. These stories serve
as a reminder of Syilx natural laws and protocols that need to be
followed in order for future generations to survive in harmony.

skc̓xʷ̌ iplaʔ

The discipline given to the Syilx people by the Creator which sets
out the way that all of creation relates to each other and teaches
people how to live in relation to all other life.

stłtałt

The way in which we govern; our inherent rights and
responsibilities. “Used in the context of the syilx relationship with
the land, it refers to the kind of truth which connects the syilx to
their skc̓xʷ̌ iplaʔ ” ~ Elder Sampica (Sara Peterson)

*Translations by Elder & Traditional Ecological Knowledge Keeper calyx (Richard Armstrong)

For more learning sources, please reach out to elders, knowledge keepers and your family members. Important
cultural knowledge is also shared through the work of Dr. Jeannette Armstrong, calyx (Richard Armstrong), Dr.
Bill Cohen, En’owkin Centre, Sncəwips Heritage Museum and all other Syilx Nation cultural organizations
and experts.
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OUR NATION REBUILDING STORY

In this Nation rebuilding process we draw upon our
cultural knowledge to envision and realize together
restored and improved governance practices. To be
able to live according to our own laws, walking our
land in our own way.
This is about writing our own story. Reclaiming our
autonomy and power. A Syilx Nation rebuilding
legacy story that our children and grandchildren can
celebrate and learn from.

What Syilx stories inspire you?
What Nation rebuilding lessons
do you draw from these?

1
“Thinking about the Constitution and our Great Law, I
thought of the ‘Turtle Set Free’ story as so
important. “
“We must always keep an open door, feed people and
laugh – and be mindful of where we’ve come from.”
“Remember where we come from, our captíkwł,
water, land and ancestors. The knowledge and
solutions are there.”

Here are some examples from Nation rebuilders
participating in Syilx Nation Rising conversation
circles:
“We need to hear from all the people – Chiefs Black
Bear, Speetlum, Salmon, Siya Berry – then we can
have consensus. I try to be the Fly and advocate for
Syilx Nation Rising!”
“I think of the story about Senk’lip and the fox who
brings him back to life. We need more foxes to step
forward and make things right.”
“When Senk’lip dies, he is reborn as Sinyat – a better
version of himself. We can do this as a Nation. There’s
a lot of hurt people from residential schools and more.
Remember what Sinyat did: transform, be fluid (not
rigid) to overcome any obstacle.”

Syilx Nation Rising

Syilx Nation Rising forum, April 2019

“We have our own Syilx ways
and stories. We have to look
inside, not outside, for what
we need.”
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SYILX NATION RISING JOURNEY

One person acts as the conversation guide to lead
this collective visioning.
It is important to start by asking everyone to
discuss and agree on respectful ways to hold this
conversation, such as listening without interrupting,
making sure all voices are heard, holding a safe space
for all views.
Then, ask everyone in the circle to close their eyes for
a few minutes and let images flow into their minds as
you read out the following questions. Give people a
few moments after each question to think about what
they are seeing in their minds.

A. FUTURE VISIONS

Think about a future in a strong, united Syilx Nation
where many injustices have or are being addressed.
This could be 5 or 20 years from now. This is blue sky
imagining. Nothing is impossible!
1) What does life look like in a stronger united Syilx
Nation? What are the benefits?
2) How do you see that we are working better and
differently to make governance decisions?
3) What has changed for the better for our
territory, our land, water and resources? What
looks different around you in this future vision?
4) What has improved for you and your family?
Conversation guide: Now hold these visions in your
mind. We’re going to do some sharing together in
small groups for about 10 minutes. (Set a timer.)
• Please form small groups of people.
• Share your future visions with each other in pairs.
• Then, take some paper and write or draw some of
what you saw and felt in your visioning.
Conversation guide: After 10 minutes, ask for a few
people to share with the group what their positive
visions look like.
*The future vision papers can be displayed on a wall for the
group, and then collected to send to the Nation Rebuilding
Project Manager to be added to the community input record.

Syilx Nation Rising forum, April 2019
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FOR CONVERSATION CIRCLE PARTICIPANTS
A. FUTURE VISIONS

Think about a future in a strong, united Syilx Nation where many injustices have or are being addressed. This
could be 5 or 20 years from now. This is blue sky imagining. Nothing is impossible!
1) What does life look like in a stronger united Syilx Nation? What are the benefits?
2) How do you see that we are working better and differently together to make governance decisions?
3) What has changed for the better for our territory, our land, water and resources? What looks different
around you in this future vision?
4) What has improved for you and your family?
WRITE SOME OF YOUR FUTURE VISIONS HERE:

Syilx Nation Rising
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B. CHALLENGES & BARRIERS: PAST & PRESENT

Conversation guide: Barriers to empowerment and
change can include social or system dysfunctions,
generational trauma, discrimination or lack of
resources. These injustices include colonialism,
residential schools, the Indian Act, daily racism,
poverty, lack of access to education, housing or
healthcare.

Ask everyone to take a few minutes to think about the
following questions:
1) What’s standing in the way of you getting from
where we are today to your future visions of a
united Syilx Nation?
2) What is or isn’t working right now in terms of our
governance? What would you like to see change?
3) What is a concern you might have about
rebuilding the Syilx Nation with our own
Constitution and Syilx government?
4) What might be a hard question we should be
asking and answering together in this process?
Conversation guide: In pairs or small groups, talk
with each other about some of these challenges
you’ve identified. Write these barriers or obstacles on
new pieces of paper. After 15 minutes, invite several
people to share the issues they identified.
*Add these to the wall display for the group, and then collect to
be added to the community input record.

Syilx Nation Rising forum, March 2019
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FOR CONVERSATION CIRCLE PARTICIPANTS
B. CHALLENGES & BARRIERS: PAST & PRESENT

Barriers to empowerment and change can include social or system dysfunctions, generational trauma,
discrimination or lack of resources. These injustices include colonialism, residential schools, the Indian Act,
daily racism, poverty and lack of access to education, housing and healthcare.
1) What’s standing in the way of you getting from where we are today to your future visions
of a united Syilx Nation?
2) What is or isn’t working right now in terms of our governance? What would you like to see change?
3) What is a concern you might have about rebuilding the Syilx Nation with our own Constitution and Syilx
government?
4) What might be a hard question we should be asking and answering together in this process?
WRITE SOME OF THESE ISSUES HERE:

Syilx Nation Rising
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C. POSITIVE ACTIONS TO MOVE FORWARD TOGETHER

Syilx Nation Rising forum, March 2019

Conversation guide: Positive change starts with
having conversations with each other and sharing our
stories. Now let’s talk about taking action:
1) How can we hold each other up in this Nation
Rebuilding work to ensure it’s healing,
empowering and inclusive?
2) What specific actions can we take together to
overcome the obstacles of the past and present,
and rebuild our Nation?

3) What are some creative ideas for doing things in
new or better ways?
Conversation guide: Again in small groups, brainstorm
with each other about some of the changes we can
make together. Write these ideas and actions down.
After 15 minutes, invite several people to share the
positive actions they’ve identified.
*Add these to the wall display, and then collect later to be added
to the community input record.

D. REFLECTION AND COMMITMENT
Conversation guide: Go around the circle and ask
each person to briefly reflect and share, in conclusion:
1) How do you think you can personally contribute
to this Syilx Nation Rising process of creating a
Constitution and Nation rebuilding?

Conversation guide: Thank everyone for their valued
participation.
*IMPORTANT: Collect all of the written responses, grouped by
section (Visions, Challenges, Actions) and give them to the Nation
Rebuilding Project Manager for community
discussion report back.

2) Is there one person you can talk to, to carry this
Nation rebuilding conversation forward?
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FOR CONVERSATION CIRCLE PARTICIPANTS
C. POSITIVE ACTIONS TO MOVE FORWARD TOGETHER

Positive change starts with having conversations with each other and sharing our stories. Building on this, let’s
talk about taking action:
1) How can we hold each other up in this Nation rebuilding work to ensure it’s healing, empowering and
inclusive?
2) What specific actions can we take together to overcome the obstacles of the past and present, and
rebuild our Nation?
3) What are some creative ideas for doing things in new or better ways?
WRITE YOUR IDEAS HERE:

Syilx Nation Rising
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CONTACT
Nation Rebuilding Project Manager
Laurie Wilson
Phone: 250-707-0095 ext 150
E-mail: PM-Nation.Rebuilding@syilx.org
Published in July 2019

syilx.org/syilxnationrising

